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SL._LMARY

This paper describes an on-going "OEX" catalytic surface _ffects experiment

being conducted on the Space Shuttle. The catalytic surface effects expcrimen= was

performed on four of the five flights of Columbia. Temperature-time histories and

distributions along the midfuselage and wing of the orbiter were used to dete-_-mine

the surface catalytic efficiency of the baseline HRSI. Correlation parameters are

shown that allow the comparison of all flight data _th predictions f_om the iesiB n

trajectory 14414.1. These data show that the catalytic surface efficiency increased
and surface emittance decreased as a result of contazlinants during the five flights

of the Space Shuttle.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of reduced heating of the Shuttle orbiter during atmosphere

entry because of n_ncatalytic surface effects has generated great interest since the
first Shuttle flight, when surface temperature was found to be !owez than expected.

Noncatalytic surface effects for the Shuttle were previously predictod from c_mputa -

tions and arc-tunnel tests (ref. i) and were later confirmed (ref. 2) by data from

flight STS-2. With present experience from the first five Shuttle flights, mere
definitive conclusions can now be made regarding noncata!ytic surface effects-

The catalytic surface effects (CSE) "OEX" experiment was designed to determine

if the low catalytic efficiency of the coating on the heat shield tiles would persisg

at flight conditions. The CSE experiment was conducted cn four of the five flights
of Columbia. This on-going experiment uses baseline high-temperature reusable sur-

face insulation (HRSI) tiles located along the midfuselage and wing of the orbiter.

The HRSI tiles are covered with a reaction cured glass (RCG) coating to provide

emittance control and ease of handling (ref. 3). Develcpment flight instrumentation

(DFI) was used to measure surface temperature and pressure without impacting -_he

Space Shuttle operations. A catalytic overcoat of black iron cobalt chromia spinal

in a polyvinyl acetate binder was sprayed onto selected tiles (ref. I). Measured

surface temperatures obtained from tiles with and without the catalytic overcoat

were compared with theoretical predictions using the reacting boundar_y-layer compu-

tation of Rakich and Lanfr/nco (ref. 2). High-temperature surface properties

obtained from ground-test facilities for the RCG glassy surface and catalytic over-

coat were used along with individual trajectory data to perform the ccmputational

:_.._. _ _,te .-: _ ..: ..... : ,._.
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analysis to define each flight e.--_periment. Temperature-time histories and distrif_t_-

=i3ns along the midfuselage and ,,-ing of the orbiter were used to determine the sur-

face catalytic efficiency of the baseline !{RSI. l"nis paper describes results (le_=-

se_.s learned) from a collection of flight data obtained from flights STS-2 thrc,:zh

S_S-5. The data include optical properties and surface temperatures that are us___

nefine the surface cat=-lytlc efficiency of the Space Shuttle thermal prot_ctic-

system (TPS). _ correlation par_::meter and a normalized surface temperature are

in-roduced chat allow the comparison of all flight data with a prediction obtaine!
fr_ the design trajectory 14414.1.
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roll angle

sweep angle

Subscripts:

e boundary-layer edge

O stagnation condition

w wall condition

= free-stream condition

FLIGHT EXPF_RLM_

The catalytic surface effects experiment consisted of t_o phases. The first

phase wa, completed with STS-5. It used tiles with single surface _he__-_ocouDi_.

The tiles were sprayed with a catalytic overcoat; temperatures were compared _th

those of nearby uncoated tiles. Tile locations for the first phase were at

X/L = 0.15 and X/L = 0.4 for STS-2 and X/L = 0.3 and X/L = 0.4 for STS-_.

Before flight STS-4, tiles located at X/L = 0.I, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 alo-_g the

midfuselage were sprayed with the catalytic overcoat; however, no entry heatin_ data

were obtained from the flight because of a data system malfunction. Tiles !oc_ted a_

X/L = 0.i, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.6 along the midfuselage and those at X/L = 1.76

and X/L = 0.82 along a 60% semisp_n on the wing were also sprayed with the ce=a-

lytic overcoat for flight STS-5. For the same flight, a strip, 1.52 m by 0.22 _,

along the midfuselage between X/L = 0.35 and X/L = 0.4 was sprayed __th th_ cata-

lytic overcoat (fig. i). The catalytic overcoat was sprayed with an air brush :o a

thickness maintained at approximately 0.005 am. A plastic sheet masked off the sur-

rounding til_ (fig. 2).

The second phase, which is in the development stage, requires tiles that _--_e

constructed with multiple surface thermocouples. The catalytic overcoat will

sprayed onto one of several tile_ to define the shape of the heat pulse during -Earth
entmy of the orbiter.

POST-FLIGHT EVALUATION

Flight Photographs

Pre- and post-flight STS-5 photographs of tiles with the catalytic overcoa: are

sho,_n in fi_ar_s 3 and 4. The preflight photograph (fig. 3) shows (Ioo _klng to__rd

the nose) the tiles ol. the strip and at X/L = 0.3 and X/L = 0.2. The post-flight

photographs (fig. 4) show that the catalytic overcoat on the nose wheel gcor

(X/L = 0.I), fuselage (X/L = 0.6), and wing (X/L = 0.76 and X/L _ 0.823 of t_he--

orbiter remained intact. The catalytic overcoat on the strip was eroded from :he

corner of two tiles along its edge during flight. However, the major portion cf the
overcoat remained on the s_,rfaces. A change in cclor of the RCG surface from black

to gray can be observed on the midfuselage and on the wing of the vehicle, indi:ating

possible surface contamination. Visual inspection showed that the color _hange _s



not noticeable after STS-3,but it becamemorepronouncedafter STS-4an=STS-5.
However,a color changewasobservedon thebody flap after earlier flights. Pos-
sible sourcesof contaminationare the _apfillers in the nosewheeldoor and
meLallic sensorslocated alenBthe midfuselagebetweenX/L = 0.I and X/L = 0.2
(fig. 5). Contaminantsfrom Lhesesourceshavebeenidentified as Fe20z, SiO:, and
Cr20_ (Flowers,O. L., private communication,1982).

ChemicalAnalysis

Chemicalanalyseswerec_nductedon the surfaceof two tiles removedfro_ loca-
tions X/L = 0.138 and X/L = 0.4 on :he orbiter after flight STS-5(Dr. Daniel B.
Leiser, private communication,1983). "-_nalysesof the surfaceswereperformedusing
X-ray diffraction (XRD)and a scanningelectron microscopewith an X-ray fluorescence
attachment. TheX-ray fluerescenseanalysis attachment,an energydispersive X-ray
analysis (El)X)unit, wasusedto obtain qualitative chemicalanalysis dataof the
coating surface; a description of the unit is given in ref. 4. Post-f!i_ht STS-5
XRDanalysis of the RCGcoatings showedthe presenceof cristobalit_n':he surface.
In addition, X-ray fluorescen=eanalysis showedthe presenceof aluminum,silicon,
sodium,andmagnesiumon the surfaceof the two tiles. Thealuminum,probably in the
formof alumina, is attributed to by-productsdepositedfrom the burning solid rocket
fuel during launch. Theother elementsare commonlyfoundin seasalt. Seasalt
tends to increase the reaction-rate constantbecauseof its effect on ion mob_--lity
andviscosity of the bcrosilicate glass, andaluminadecreasesthe emittance.

SurfaceProperties

Twoimportant surface pr_perties that determinesurface temperatureon the
heat shleld are (i) the reaction-rate constantand (2) total hemisphericalemit-
tance. Thereaction-rate constantsfor the RCGcoatingandcatalyt±c overcoat sur-
faceswereobtained from experimentsconductedin the AmesResearchCenterAerody-
namicHeatingFacility. Thereaction-raceconstant_orbaseline RCGis shownin
figur_ 6. Thereaction-rate constantvaried fromroughly _ = 25cm/sec to
k = i00 c_/sec for mostof t>_ area over the midfuselagewherethe catalytic surface
effects experimentwasbeing conducted. For simplicity in the reacting boundary-
layer computationthe reacEion-rateconstantwasassumedto be constamtat
kw= i00 cm/sec. After flight STS-2experimentsusinga microwavecavity generated
nitrogen plasmaon piecesof RCGcovere=tiles showedno changein the reaction-rate
constant. Post-flight STS-5experimentalso showednochangein the reaction race-
constant for the RCGcoating.

Thetotal hemisphericalemittancefor both surfacesis plotted in fi_are 7. The
preflight total hemisphericalemittanceof both surfacesis very similar over the

temperature range of interest (figs. 7(a) and 7(b)). Taken at room temperature,

the total hemispherical emitt_-_ce for both surfaces was calculated from spectral,

hemisphericml reflectance data obtained using a Beckman model DK-IA (wavelength range

0.3 _ to 2.3 u) and a Willey model 318 (wavelength range 2.0 p to 15 _) speetropho-

tometer, respectively. Spectral hemispherical emittance data for the RCG surfaces

are plotted in figure 7(c). Figure 7(d) shows a comparison of the total hemispheri-

cal emittance calculated from spectral hp_ispherical reflectance data and values

obtained from arc-jet tests. _-he arc-je_ data were obtained fre_ disks tested in an

arc-plasma airstream using me--_surements of the radiant flux and surface temperature.

The radiant heat flux was mea__red using a radiometer and the surface te_erature

with a surface thermocouple (platinum-platinum/13% rhodium) and pyrometer
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(wavelength = 0.9 u). Post-flight STS-5 total hemispherical emittance calculated

from reflectance measurements is shown in figure 7(a). Post-flight STS-5 data were

obtained from two tiles removed from the midfuselage at locations X/L = 0.138 and

X/L = 0.4 adjacent to the baseline reference tiles. _nese data show less than 5%

decrease in the total hemispherical emittance of the RCG coating after STS-5.

Computations

The leacting bcunda_--y-layer computation uses dynamic pressure, velocity, and
ad@i_on

angle of attack fr_ the flight trajectory and calculated wall pressure in " _=

to the above described surface properties, to oredict surface temperature on the

orbiter TPS during Earth entry. The wall pressure-stagnation pressure ratio was cal-

culated using an inviscid nonequilibrium real-gas solution. Typical pressure ratios

are plotted for several locations along the midfuse!age of the orbiter for flight

STS-3 (fig. 8). Agreement between the flight data and predictions is good for all

locations except X/L = 0.I where the prediction was high. The differenc_ _in" the

measured and calculated pressure is attributed either to a local disturbance of the

boundary layer or possible leakage of the pressure line from the surface of the tile

to the transducer. Boundary-layer calculations of the radiation equilibrium tempera-

ture were performed for equilibrium and reacting flows. The calculated heating for

STS-3 is shown for v_o surface locations (X/L = 0.15 and XfL = 0.4) along the mid-

fuselage of the orbiter (fig. 9). Shown on the figure are the calculated wall pres-

sure histories. The flow is assumed to be laminar in the vicinity of the experiment

for the majority of the Earth-entry trajecto_'-F, when surface catalytic effects are

important. Transition to turbulent flow was assumed to occur late in the Earth entry

of the orbiter (-1200 s). The computations show that a reacting flow resulted in a

34-40% reduction in the heat-transfer rate at X/L = 0.15 and 25% reduction at

X/L = 0.4 for a substantial portion of the heating history. The effect of this tem-

perature reduction on heat-shield thickness was evaluated. A one-dimensional model

calculation using a modified charring material ablator (CMA) program shows that for

reacting flow the tile thickness can be reduced by greater than 22% at X/L = 0 _5

and greater than 6% at X/L = 0.4 and still meet Shuttle design requirements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flight data for STS-2 and STS-3 are compared _ith the compdtation_ and shown in

figure i0. The surface-temperature distribution along the _idfuselmge was calculated

for equilibrium and reacting flows at an entry time of 650 s. The boundary-layer

analysis predicts a discontinuous rise in temperature on the =eat tile with catalytic

overcoat. The temperature rise goes above the equilibrium value because of the

sudden release of the energy of dissociation. The agreement between theory and data

is good at the forward location X/L = 0.15 for STS-2. The low temperature at

X/L = 0.4 can be attributed to the removal of some of the catalytic overcoat on this

tile during STS-2 entry to Earth. Better agreement between flight @ata and theory
was observed on "STS-3. Some of the temperature d_ta poznts are off the centerlime

and hose should be a little higher than those on the center!inc. These flight data

show that the surface temperatures on the bameline NRSI tiles are consistently below

the equilibrium computation (13% t_ 35%), _nd the data from the test: tiles aze above

equilibrium.
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DaLa Csrrelation OF PC'CR Q__A_ITY

To ce_.pare data from each flight, a normalized surface temperature and a corre-

lation _arar_ner lad to be determined. :he no_alized surface temperature (_) was

derived from the we!]-kno,_a e×pres;ion for flat-plate heating with dissociated gas
flow (ref. 5):

-%': - L (Cp)av (i - [)+
(!)

--: a S S'_'.--i.q _

' = I, _ = = -_T

: _ 7_" rC H ceVe]I/_ "_

The hypersonic viscous interaa:ion 7arameter (M_/_/_) was found _o be a correla-

t_on parameter relating equivaient flight conditions during each trajectory. To

illustrate the validity of this parPameter, heat-transfer coefficients for equilibrium

and reactiLg flows were caIculated for the design trajectory 14414.1 and plct:ed as

a function of the hypersonic, visccus interaction parameter (fig. 11). Cal:ulated

values of the heat-transfer coefficient CH obtained from trajectories STS-2 through

qTS-5 were compared with values frc-m the lesign trajectory 14414.1. gxcelle_t agree-

ment was obtained between va!ue_ ob:ained from the flight and design trajectories.

Since the morr-_.alized surface temperature ks proportional to C H, it follows tb_t the

flight data also can be d_rect!y cc_--pared rith the design trajectory. 14414.1 predia-

tion using the hypersonic viscous i_terac:ion parameter.

Nor__alized surface temperatures for several locations along the midfuse]age of

the orbiter (X/L = 0.15, X/L = 0.3, and XIL = 0.4) were plotted against nhe correla-

tion parameter (fig. 12). The predictions included values for equilibrium and reac-

ting flows. Figure 12 shows values of t_e average surface-temperature rise acrns_

the tiles with the catalytic overcoat (shert dashed line). In general, good agree-

ment between nhe flight data _nd the predictions was obtained. During STS-2, the

low temperature measurement at X/L = 0.15 c., u_e baseline RCG coating occurred

with a thermocouple that failed a little over halfway through the entry to Earth of

the orbiter. The low-temperature measure-_ent for the coated tile at X/L = 0.4

@uring SYS-2 occurred as a result of the loss of some catalytic over,oat.

The corre!ation parameter for all orbiter flights is plotted as a function of

the time of entry to Earth from 121,920 m (fig. 13). Also, angle of attack and roll

angle are shou_ on the figure, i"nese calculated parameters ensure :hzt the flight

data are compared at similar flight aonditions without large deviations in angle of

attack or roll angle. Four cases of !amin_r flow conditions were chosen to compare

nor---a]ized surface-temperatu:< distributions along the midfuselage and wing with

predict%ens using th_ design :rajec::_: 14414.1 (flgs. IL through 16),
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MidfuselageHeating

Figures 14(a) through 14(d) shownormalizedsurface temperatureas a function of
distance along the orbiter midfuselagecenterline. Boundary-layercomputationsare
shownfor equilibrium andreactin_ flows. Theflight data on figure 14include
off-centerline corrections using the solutions outlined in reference6. Gooda_ree-
mentbet_eenSTS-2,STS-3,and the prediction using the reacting flow is shownfor
all four cases. Theflight data from STS-5appearhigh for the baselineRCGcoating
and low for tile surfaceswith the catalytic overcoat. Thedifference between:hese
data cannotall be accountedfor by the 5%reduction in the iota] hemisphericalemit_
tancemeasuredafter flight STS-5. Thedifference betweenthe STS-5dataand the
prediction is attributed to an increase in kw for the RCGsurface coating. _ne
lower surface-temperaturemeasurementsat X/L = 0.2 during STS-5andhigher
surface-temperaturemeasurementsat X/L = 0.3 during STS-3on the tiles with the
catalytic overcoat ca_motbe explainedat this time. Thesedata showthat the sur-
face catalytic effect on surface temperaturedecreaseswith decreasingMachnumber
and,_rithincreasing_distance along the midfuselagecenterline of the orbiter. In
figure 14(b), M_/_ = 0.0184 includes a prediction for a reacting flow and reaction-
rate constant that varied with temperature(see fig. 6). Thenormalizedtemperature-
distribution prediction was in close agreementwith the flight data fromSTS-2and
STS-3along the midfuse!agecenterline.

Thetemperatureat X/L = 0.4 on STS-5is lower than the peakovershootvalue
becauseof the long (1.5 m) run of catalytic overcoat. However,that temperatureis
still aboveequilibrium, which is in agreementwith the theory.

Thetemperaturedistribution along the midfuselagecenterline of the orbiter was
calculated us_mgpost-flight STS-5total hemisphericalemittanceandassuminga
reaction-rate constant kw = 200cm/sec for the RCGglass coating (fig. 15).
Includedon the figure are computationsfor eouilibrium flow anda reacting flow
with kw= i00 cm/sec for the RCGglass coating. All computationsweremadefcr
teat point M=/_= = 0.0304. Thecalculations using STS-5post-flight total hem!-
spherical emittance andincreased reaction-rate constantduring STS-5agreewell with
the flight data. A substantial heat reduction belowthe equilibrium value still
occursat X/L < 0.2. However,at X/L > 0.2 the reduction in heating to the sur-
face of the tiles is less betweenthe reacting andequilibrium flows.

WingHeating

To test for possible noncatalytic effects on the windwardside of the wing, two
tiles along the 60%semispan(YrL = 0.60) were sprayedwith the catalytic overcoat.
This test wasnecessarybecaur_of uncertainty as to the origin of streamlineswet-
ting the wing surface. If the streamlines originate at the noseof the Shuttle, the
flow shouldbe close to equilibrium becauseof the large distance from the noseand
the results observedat X/L = 0.6 along the midfuselage. Onthe other hand, if the
wing streamlines pass through the wing-leading-edgeshock, then the flow has greater
possibility of being out of equilibrium, and lowernoncatalytic heating canoccur.
Streamlinesfrom wind-tunnel tests suggest the latter possibility.

Becauseof the difficulty in exactly computingthe wing flow field, simple two-
dimensionalstrip theory wasusedto analyze the wing heating. Cutting the wingat
Y/L - constant yields a section shapethat can Deapproximatedby a blunted flat
plate. For heating computations, the boundarylayer is assumedto flow twodi_em-
sionally over the plate, starting approximatelyon the stagnation line on the wing



leading edge. Thesurface pressureis approxinmtedwith a Newuoniantype of pressure
distribution. Thus, the wing pressurewasapproximated by: I

Pw

P-7= c°s2(e - e°) (3)

where, due to the wing sweep, 8 o = 50 ° for _ = 40 ° and P0 is the normal shock

stagnation pressure. The pressure mnd normalized surface temperature are shown in

figure 16. The heating computation included a correction for boundary layer swallow-

ing effects (ref. 2).

Th_ Newtonian pressure approximation is, of course, constant on the flat part of

the wing, but agrees reasonably well with the level of flight data, STS-3. The pres-

sure data decrease with distance as the overpressure caused by the blunted leading

edge decays toward the flat-plate value.

Figure 16 shows normalized surface-temperature predictions as a function of

distance along a 60% semisp_n located on the wing of the orbiter. The normalized

surface temperatures show peaks at X/L = 0.76 and 0.81, where the tiles are coated.

We note that the data for the coated tiles show a significant rise over the uncoated

tiles indicating a significant noncatalytic effect. The theory overpredicts the

catalytic overshoot but is in fair agreement with the baseline tiles. As with the

centerline data, _here seems te be a slight rise in temperature of the baseline

tiles for flight STS-5. This tendency has been discussed earlier. In summary,

the wing heating is reasonably well predicted by simple two-dimensional strip

theory.

CONCLUDING

Lessons learned from the catalytic surface effects experiment on four STS

Columbia flights flown are listed below.

i. Low su_faca c_alvtic efficiency of the RCG-coated baseline tiles results in

lower heating during Earth entry for-early flights of the orq_iter.

2. Decrease in surface temperature on the HRSI because of its cataiyLic _urface

efficiency was less with distance along the orbiter midfuselage and Earth entry time.

3. Total hemispherical emittance of RCG coating decreased with number of

flights

4. _esults indicate that surface catalytic efficiency (reaction-rate constant)

of the RCG coating increased with number of flights.

5. Thermal response predictions can be made from ground-test data, design tra-

jectory, and reacting boundary-layer computation.

J_

iWe note that equation (3) is not applicable at the wing leadin_ edge because

wing sweep reduces the pressure there, but i_ is adequate to start the boundary-layer

computation.
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6. Correlation parameter _nd a normalized surface temperature allow the com-

parison of data from several flights with predictions along the midfuselage and wing

from the design trajectory 14414.1.

7. Flight data confirm the noncatalytic surface effects on the wing.
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Figure i.- Experiment thermocouple locations.

Figure 2.- Catalytic overcoat application. Figure 3.- Preflight STS-5 phc:_g_aph of
experiment.
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Figure 4.- PosE-flight STS-5 photograph of selected tiles.
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GAP FILLERS SENSORS

Figure 5.- Contamination sources.
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